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English

Most enjoyable adventure series. Intuitive text commands! Autosave! S.N.A.I.L.S!!!!!! This game is freaking great! I honestly
can not qait for installment number 2.. Charming little episodic adventure, very much looking forward to future installments..
Really nice made game! If you liked Space Quest 1-4, EGA Versions, this is your game.. Really nice made game! If you liked
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Space Quest 1-4, EGA Versions, this is your game.. Excellent game. The best game starring spacefaring snails I've played in
2017.. Take the "20 minute adventures" to heart. It is only a twenty minute game. Don't go into this thinking other wise. I had
missed reading it until I booted the game and was both surprised and saddened that the first chapter ended so quickly. But at the
price point of only being $1 and on the sale I caught it at for only seventy cents, it makes that pill a bit easier to swallow. That
really is the only negative thing I have to say about it, is it's shortness. The rest are all positives and there are many. The graphics
are cute and bright. Everything is easy to see. The parser is easy and intuitive to use. Half the time one word like Look or Push
will get things going. Sometimes even just one letter is all you need to type for any number of things as it already has list of I
assume either most important or most frequently used words. You can use your mouse for somethings and just pressing a single
key on the key board will start the typing process. The music is decent, the auto save feature is great and does it quite often on
it's own and the reloading from deaths is quick and easy. The puzzles at least in this one mostly make sense in one form or
another and there is great humor to be had. And it is about Star Trek or at least science fiction so another bonus and a very
unused cast of characters, snails. ^^ As previously stated it is rather short, but it's price point is very cheap as well and there are
a few other games in the series that continues the story and you will want to buy them all to see what happens to these
characters. I would truly recommend this to anyone who is either just starting out in point and click adventures/text
adventures/parser games in general and for those who like them, but get frustrated easily by them, as this is pretty intuitive and
has a feel of holding your hand, but not coddling you. For any vets you may just want to play it to see how easy and intuitive
they really can be and with great graphics, story and music to boot.

Rainbow DLC now available : If you've enjoyed the Snail Trek series and want to support to the developer so they can make
more games like this, the Rainbow DLC is available for chapter 1. It outfits the main character into moving rainbow colors (can
be disabled in the Options dialog), and adds an entry into the ship's missing computer page.. Chapter 1 is now available! :. Snail
Trek 1 patch : This patch includes: - a number of parser bug fixes - some grammar fixes - most importantly (?), updated
Baguette ship graphics. Chapter 2 of Snail Trek is now available! : Go get it here while it's got the launch discount, and find out
what happens to those snails!. The story concludes with chapter 4 - Now available! : Here it is! Also, the four chapters are now a
part of a "complete the set" bundle (not available in some countries) for an additional 25% discount.. Chapter 3 store page is
now live. : It should be available in early January.
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